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who seemed, predictably, much too young. He had 
flown in that morning from Sydney bringing with 
him God’s verdict. Out of the sky.

The doctor’s words ran and coalesced like 
rivulets in a flood. Essentially he offered Skinny 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy with a 50-50 chance 
of an extra year or two. When Skinny left the room 
(was it minutes? was it hours?) he gave Boyd no 
sign of triumph or defeat. He just nodded in Boyd’s 
direction and left the clinic. Boyd was then also 
beckoned through Door 2.

Skinny drove home with a thick pile of notes 
on everything to do with his illness. He briefly 
considered reading them but then tossed the 
whole lot onto the kitchen table before going to his 
daughter’s old room at the back of the house. He 
fancied her presence in the tiny particles of dust 
which rose and fell in the thin shafts of light from 
a window above her bed. She lived within the stale 
air. Her favourite dolls sat patiently on a shelf, 
and posters of rock idols clung precariously to the 
walls on balls of desiccating Blu Tack. Apart from 
these vestiges of family life, however, the room was 
crammed with mountains of opera recordings. Each 
LP, each CD, each cassette lay neatly stacked, ordered 
and catalogued. Skinny carefully selected an LP and 
took it to an old gramophone player in the living 
room. He turned the volume up and went and got a 
beer.

* * *

The following days went on much as usual. Skinny 
worked. He went to the club. He listened to music. 
Fortunately he had a niece to help him with the 
arrangements.

“No, Robert (his real name) you can’t have a 
smoking seat. Yes, Robert of course I’ll look after 
Luciano (the dog). Yes, yes, I’ll take Offenbach (the 
cockatiel) to my place. Come on Robert, look on the 
bright side, you haven’t been to Sydney in years.” 

She was a sweet woman who had enough 
problems of her own, and he could not express 
anything but gratitude as she quickly condensed 
his life into a set of numbers: flights, hotels, 
appointments, admission dates, medical insurance, 
travel insurance and a raft of other details. 

* * *

One of the most beautiful sunsets in living 
memory lit up the horizon on the day Skinny’s 
niece drove him to the airport. The landscape was 
evaporating into dusky hues of green and blue as 
they reached the outskirts of town. A large ruby red 
sun was receding into tufts of pink cumulus. The sky 
had an impossible translucency. 

They pulled up outside the terminal entrance. His 
niece gave him a quick kiss with the engine running. 
She had to get home to feed the children, she said. 
There was no aircraft on the tarmac but it would 
come. Boyd was also just getting out of a car. He 
had a bigger entourage with him this time. Skinny 

could hear the words of encouragement, the terms of 
endearment.

It was nearly 2 hours later when an aircraft finally 
accelerated along a line of fading white marks and 
took off into the night. Those on the ground marked 
its progress by sound alone, but for several minutes 
its navigation lights were clearly visible. They 
blinked sharply, urgently, in the black, moonless sky 
before being lost in an ocean of twinkling stars.

Just one person looked up to notice this union of 
temporal and eternal lights. He was sitting alone 
on a distant hill, facing the darkened plain. He was 
wearing a heavy coat and a dog sat by his side. The 
Addio del passato from La traviata filled the cold night 
air.

Skinny knew he was a happy man.                          

Poem

Cancer
In the fall, she draws inward
her thoughts her voice

pulled in. The sound of her
own beating heart, a quiet shh

of sound, grows slowly silent. The art
of loss so perfected, that mind 

and memory will ease once again into
hibernation, burying roots in

deeper channels —

Is it winter that forgets her, or does
the body forget itself? At the last

its knot-spined trunk will exhale
the frozen air. Immersed in solitude

its thousand pores, will knit rings into
themselves and feather away the last

clinging leaves. And their absence,
fluttering in the air, will pulse

painfully, like a living thing.
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